Biclustering is found to be useful in areas like data mining and bioinformatics. The term biclustering involves searching subsets of observations and features forming coherent structure. This can be interpreted in different ways like spatial closeness, relation between features for selected observations etc. This paper discusses different properties, objectives and approaches of biclustering algorithms. We also present an algorithm which detects feature relation based biclusters using density based techniques. Here we use relative density of regions to identify biclusters embedded in the data. Properties of this algorithm are discussed and demonstrated using artificial datasets. Proposed method is seen to give better results on these datasets using paired right tailed t test. Usefulness of proposed method is also demonstrated using real life datasets.
-Intrinsic dimensionality of data may be lower than apparent dimensionality. -Relevant attributes for a given problem may be a subset of attributes present.
-Only a subset of points may be relevant for given problem. -It may be useful to find relation between a few attributes which exists only for a subset of points for knowledge discovery.
Several subspace clustering and biclustering algorithms have been proposed in the literature. These vary according to their objective functions and actual method used to achieve optimal solution or its approximation. As an example, one algorithm may detect a bicluster if a set of points forms a high density region in some hyperplane. Another algorithm may look for high density convex region in a subspace.
Since, biclustering allows us to choose both subset of points as well as dimensions, computational complexity of this problem is very high. Different algorithms achieve different balance between optimality and computational complexity. Thus even for similar objective functions several methods may exist.
A large number of biclustering algorithms are available and several literature survey Kriegel et al (2009) , Prelić et al (2006) , Parsons et al (2004) , Madeira and Oliveira (2004) have been done. Many of these surveys provide different classifications of existing biclustering algorithms. However discussion on desirable properties of biclustering algorithms in far from complete. In this work we will discuss some of the desirable properties of biclustering algorithms. We will also discuss various objectives of biclustering algorithms. We will present a method where biclustering is done on basis of relationship between features in reference to selected observations. This problem has been addressed earlier by Jain and Murthy (2018) . Proposed method adjusts for local variations in density along each dimension and is seen to perform better on many datasets. Artificial datasets are designed to demonstrate different properties of biclustering algorithms. A few real life datasets have been used to demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed method.
In the following section we will discuss some desirable properties of biclustering algorithms in general. It may be noted that some of these properties may be contradictory to each other.Thus we do not expect any algorithm to have all of the properties mentioned here. A brief discussion about interaction between different properties is included in section 4.
Desirable properties of criterion function
Since input to biclustering algorithms is a finite set of points, predicting the larger set of points corresponding to a cluster is to be done by the algorithm. This problem does not have a unique solution. Since, many biclustering algorithms use spatial proximity or similarity in a given feature space to group the data, it is natural to assume that points lying close to given data points in given space will belong to the same bicluster. Three popular ways in which this is done includes: 1) finding convex hull of data points belonging to a cluster, 2) finding alpha hull of data points belonging to a cluster, 3) finding union of open balls of a fixed centred on each data point belonging to a cluster. These methods result in path connected bounded regions in different subspaces, each of these regions along with the subspace is seen as a bicluster.
Convex hull
Out of the three methods mentioned, finding convex hull of data points gives a very robust solution. All points, lying on the line segment in a convex set must belong to a set. As long as sufficient number of boundary points in a bicluster are identified this will result in consistent outcome. This assumption can be expressed as following, in terms of criterion function. For criterion function J(Y (A, U )) convexity is desirable, i.e. if two points are included in a bicluster all points lying on line segment connecting them are also included in it: J(Y (A, U )) = J(Y (A, convex hull A (U))).
It may be noted that a criterion function satisfying this criterion presumes convexity. However, many criterion functions are defined for discrete observations. In such cases the following condition should be fulfilled. If J(Y (A, U )) > δ, then J(Y (A, V )) > δ, for all V ⊂ convex hull A (U). Thus we get a convex set for which all members fulfil the criterion function in selected subspace. This criterion is valid only in Euclidean space. Methods like Multi-body Factorization by Costeira and Kanade (1998) and Non-Negative Matrix Factorization Carmona-Saez et al (2006) fall in this category.
Connectedness
Many real life problems require detection of non convex biclusters. These problems require us to identify biclusters based on connectedness. Fisher and Ness (1971) have provided a definition of connectedness in two dimensional euclidean space as follows:
Given any set of points A ∈ R 2 we define the linkage L A of A as follows: perform a nearest neighbour hierarchical clustering on A. As two sets are grouped draw a straight line connecting any pair of points, one in the first set and the other in the second, which are closest. The linkage L A is the network of lines formed when all of A is so connected. A clustering C l , · · · , C k is called connected admissible if L C1 , · · · , L C k are pairwise disjoint.
As seen from this definition connectedness is closely related to Minimal spanning tree or Single linkage structures. However, for large number of observations or dimensions finding Minimal Spanning tree is not efficient. In such cases approximate solution can be found by treating a non-convex bicluster as union of several convex clusters.
It can be shown that, any non convex cluster can be approximated by union of finite number convex clusters for any desired accuracy (error > 0). This forms the basis techniques like alpha hull or open cover, which are often utilized in finding biclusters.
Subclu is an example of procedures where density connected regions form a bicluster. A region is said to be dense if it is composed of connected open discs of radius r each having at least ǫ observations. Thus density is criterion function and its minimum value is implied by ǫ and r. FIRES uses similarly defined density but r is explicitly defined function of dimensionality of subspace. CBSC is a procedure where value of r in 2-dimensional space is calculated using length of Minimal spanning tree. This procedure implicitly identifies sharp change in density in two dimensional space. Since r is calculated separately for each dimension pair, the procedure takes care of specific density variations in each 2-dimensional subspace. Later results from different 2 dimensional space are combined. This procedure forms biclusters on basis of relation between feature pairs, so it can result in biclusters with disconnected regions. The reason this procedure allows disconnected regions of observations to be parts of same bicluster is that it focuses on similarity between features rather than similarity between observations. This is also discussed in section 4.
Consistency under topology preserving transforms
We call a clustering procedure consistent under topology preserving transforms if application of topology preserving transforms to the original sample space does not change the result of biclustering procedure. In case of biclustering this definition can be applied to each feature individually, i.e. and element a(i, j) is mapped to f (a(i, j)). Applying a transform to entire feature space may result in a new set of features which are difficult to interprate in terms of original feature space.
Mapping of n observations from M 1 dimensional real space to M 2 dimensional real space is topology preserving if following condition is fulfilled. Let {x 1 , x 2 , · · · xn} ∈ R M1 . Let the distance function be denoted by d 1 in R M1 . Let {y 1 , y 2 , · · · yn} ∈ R M2 . Let the distance function be denoted by d 2 in R M2 .
Let f (x i ) = y i for i = 1, 2, · · · The function f is said to be topology preserv-
This property ensures that different representations of data result in similar biclusters. Even if an algorithm is consistent under topology preserving transform, it might be difficult to find the parameters which will result in same output.
3 Desirable properties of a biclustering algorithm 3.1 Exact tree structure According to Fisher and Ness (1971) data is said to be exact tree structure if distance matrix of original data can be constructed from hierarchical tree alone. A clustering algorithm is exact tree admissible if it reproduces the hierarchical tree provided the data is exact tree structured. As discussed by Bijnen (1973) this condition can be fulfilled only in ultrametric spaces. Mirkin (1996) has given a proof of equivalence between Minimal or Maximal spanning tree and an ultrametric distance matrix. He also notes that Minimal spanning tree depends only on order of distance and not quantitative values of the distances. So, if this condition is fulfilled the clustering algorithm is invariant to distance preserving transform. Significance of this property has been discussed by several authors like Johnson (1967) and Simovici et al (2017) .
Proportion Admissibility
Fisher and Ness discuss the importance of point proportionality where geometric aspects of clustering are more important than density. Similar criteria are also use-ful for biclustering methods. Algorithms having proportion admissibility property give consistent bicluster boundaries even after some observations are duplicated or a group of observations is omitted. These algorithms tend to cluster points in subspaces rather than clustering instances thus the topology is more important than density.
Point proportion
A procedure is said to be point proportion admissible if after duplication of one or more points any number of times the boundaries of the biclusters are not changed.
Cluster proportion
A procedure is said to be cluster proportion admissible at that stage if after duplicating each cluster an arbitrary number of times, i.e. each point within the same cluster is duplicated the same number of times, it yields clusters having the same boundaries.
Cluster Omission
A biclustering procedure is said to have Cluster omission property if removing a bicluster does not change the boundaries of other biclusters detected by the procedure.
Since biclustering algorithms do not partition data, it is not possible to allocate a point to a cluster on basis of maximum homogeneity. While adding points or dimension we need to check whether homogeneity is increasing or decreasing. Homogeneity in biclusters is quantified using a criterion function.
Dominance from a seed bicluster
One way to take the decision is to accept those biclusters for which criterion function exceeds a threshold value. Sometimes the threshold value is itself decided using the value of criterion function corresponding to small biclusters which may be called seed biclusters. These seed biclusters are often searched using heuristics. Seed biclusters may also be found using domain knowledge.
Since, criterion function is a reflection of homogeneity in a bicluster it is quite likely that a valid bicluster contains several biclusters fulfilling the threshold criterion. In such case, we would like to reject the biclusters which are contained in other valid biclusters.
We call the largest biclusters which maintains the value of criterion function attained by a seed bicluster to be dominant bicluster.
is said to be a bicluster with reference to J for a subset A of features and subset U of observations if J(A, U ) ≥ δ
Dominant observation set
Definition 2 Let U be a subset of V . Let Y (A, V ) and Y (A, U ) be two biclusters corresponding to point sets V and U respectively. We say that Y (A, V ) is better than Y (A, U ) if J(A, V ) ≥ J(A, U ) . We say that point set V dominates point set U with respect to feature set A.
Given a small bicluster Y (A, U ) such that J(A, U ) ≥ δ we are trying to find largest set of observations which maintains a given value for criterion function.
Dominant feature set
Definition 3 Let A be a subset of B. Let Y (B, U ) and Y (A, U ) be two biclusters corresponding to feature sets B and A respectively. We say that
We say that feature set B dominates feature set S with respect to point set U .
Given a small bicluster Y (A, U ) such that J(A, U ) ≥ δ we are trying to find largest set of features which maintains a given value for criterion function.
Dominant bicluster
Definition 4 A bicluster Y (B, V ) is said to be dominant if:
-There exists no set of features A ⊃ B that dominates B.
-There exists no subset U ⊃ V that dominates V .
Given a small bicluster Y (A, U ) such that J(A, U ) ≥ δ we are trying to find largest bicluster which maintains a given value for criterion function.
Maximality
Above stated condition for dominance of a bicluster can be made more strict by examining biclusters contained in a selected bicluster. Given a seed bicluster A for which the value of criterion function exceeds the threshold, we admit a bicluster B only if all bicluster contained in B and containing A also fulfil the criteria. This may seem to a strict criterion. However, it is useful as it allows us to expand the seed cluster incrementally. In reality we often need to choose biclusters by finding a trade off between homogeneity and bicluster size, i.e. we allow small amount of decrease in homogeneity if the bicluster size is larger. To account for this the criterion function should be a function of homogeneity, as well as size of bicluster. Same applies to search of dominant biclusters described above.
Alternatively, we can use a criterion function that reflects homogeneity and use a flexible threshold δ. Here we allow a decrease in delta with increase in size, i.e. δ is a monotonically decreasing function of bicluster size. In case the criterion function J() is a concave the condition J(A, U ) ≥ δ will correspond to sublevel sets for convex function −J(), thus corresponding biclusters will also be convex. Often we do not explicitly define δ as a function of bicluster size, rather we want delta to be a function which decreases smoothly with size of bicluster. This can be done by checking whether value criterion function is decreasing smoothly with bicluster size. Thus we are looking for largest bicluster which does not cause a large drop in value of criterion function.
Maximal observation set
Given a bicluster with value of criterion function δ we are trying to add features such that the value of criterion function is optimal i.e. adding or removing features does not increase the value of criterion function. Since J(A, W ) ≥ δ, for all U ⊆ W ⊆ V we can stop searching the moment value of criterion function falls below δ.
Maximal feature set
Given a bicluster with value of criterion function δ we are trying to add observations such that the value of criterion function is optimal i.e. adding or removing observations does not increase the value of criterion function. Since J(C, U ) ≥ δ, for all A ⊆ C ⊆ B we can stop searching the moment value of criterion function falls below δ.
Maximal bicluster
Bicluster robustness
As with other machine learning problems it might be desirable that adding small noise to data does not alter the results drastically. A procedure having this property is said to be robust. In case of biclustering robustness can be evaluated based on three criteria: i) Noise is added to entire dataset, ii)Noise is added to background data i.e. only to those features of each observation which are not included not included in bicluster. iii) noise is added only to bicluster.
Changing indices
We would like a biclustering algorithm to invariant to change in permutation of rows and columns. Since adding or removing features can change distances between the points in a unpredictable way, biclustering algorithms need to examine huge number of subsets of features and observations in order to find an optimal solution. In order to avoid exhaustive search, most of the algorithms do not search for an optimal solution. A biclustering algorithm may produce different output if the order of rows or columns. However it is desirable that changing permutation of rows or columns does not change the performance of biclustering algorithm.
Overlapping biclusters
Many biclustering algorithms assume that the biclusters are mutually explosive. Some algorithms allow biclusters to be overlapping. Allowing the detection of overlapping biclusters can be useful in many applications like document analysis.
Spatial proximity
Many algorithms require the observations forming a bicluster to close together in corresponding subspace. However there is different set of biclustering algorithms which does not look for spatial proximity but some other peculiarity in data. For example algorithms might simply examine relation between rows of data and leave points which are close to points in biclusters because they do not have same relationship between features as found in detected bicluster.
Goals of Biclustering algorithms
The term biclustering is used for any procedure or algorithm which simultaneously finds a subset of features and a subset of observations. This pair of subsets is known as the bicluster. How these subsets are related to each other is not fixed. This flexibility has allowed several authors to define different biclustering algorithms which are suitable in different scenarios. Simplest kind of biclusters are constant value biclusters. An example of this includes the procedure proposed by Hartigan (1972) , which is known to be the earliest biclustering algorithm. Another set of algorithms lying in this category find significant size biclusters which attain small value of variance. This allows the bicluster to have small variations. Since the idealized goals of these biclustering algorithms is to find biclusters with constant value the biclusters found will be roughly convex in subspace corresponding to selected features and also invariant to any distance preserving transform applied to given subspace. Another set of algorithm finds biclusters such that biclusters can be described using linear constraints. An example of algorithms belonging to this category includes Matrix Factorization algorithm Carmona-Saez et al (2006) . These algorithms result in convex biclusters. They are not invariant to distance preserving transforms. Some authors like Luxburg (2007) have modified the linear algebra based biclustering algorithms so that non convex biclusters can be found. This approach relies on finding linearly constrained biclusters in a high dimensional space corresponding to given input space. However the location of points need not be calculated explicitly in the high dimensional space. We have evaluated the distance preserving property of this method experimentally. Density based biclustering algorithms such as SubClu by Kailing et al (2004) find high density regions in corresponding subspaces. Just like the clustering algorithm DBSCAN by Ester et al (1996) these algorithms are capable of finding non convex clusters. These methods may be capable of invariance under distance preserving transform, as high density regions in original space continue to be high density regions after application of order preserving transform. However final outcome depends on our ability to find right parameters to be used in transformed space. Some algorithms find biclusters where one row can be found by making a simple operation to other. One such example is the algorithm Proposed By Cheng and Church Cheng and Church (2000) . Multiplicative algorithms have also been proposed by authors like Hochreiter et al (2010) . Here one row is multiple of another. These algorithms do not provide convex clustering, as points lying in convex region may not be related to each other in required way. Depending on fixed relations does not allow these algorithms to be invariant to distance preserving transforms either. Relationship based biclustering methods have been generalized to find biclusters where rows are related to each other by arbitrary relationships. These include algorithms like UniBic based on Longest Common Subsequence. Curler by Tung et al (2005) finds such Non linear clusters by combining density based approach with principle component method. The method finds high density Gaussian regions using Expectation Maximization and combines them using the relation between directional information of biclusters found. OPSM proposed by Cheung et al (2005) finds order preserving submatrices. Method proposed by Jain and Murthy (2018) identifies non linear relationship between pairs of dimensions using density based approach. These algorithms can find convex biclusters in general. Some algorithms like Curler are not invariant to distance preserving transforms. Curler assumes Gaussian distribution at local level to find clusters, thus is not invariant to distance preserving transforms. Algorithms like Jain and Murthy (2018) are invariant to distance preserving transform on a conceptual level but as with other density based methods actual outcome depends on selected parameters. The parameters used in this article are calculated based on data. The way of selecting parameters does not lead to consistence under distance preserving transforms. Most of the procedures discussed above view biclustering as clustering of observations in a subspace Thus we are interested in observations which are similar to each other in terms of a given set of features. Another way of looking at the problem is to find set of features related to each other in context given subset of observations. One such procedure which focuses on similarity between features is CBSC It may be noted that discussion on exact tree structures has been included in this paper for completeness. We have not evaluated the biclustering algorithms n this criterion as biclustering methods we are talking about mostly work on data in euclidean space. In an n-dimension Euclidean space we cannot have more than n+1 observations which form exact tree. Morever biclustering algorithms do not partition entire data, thus hierarchical structures cannot form nested sets.
Different ways of approaching the biclustering problem
Since biclustering is a computationally complex problems several solutions have been propose. Some of these algorithms make assumptions about data which are reasonable in many situations, in order to reduce problem complexity. This includes biclustering algorithms based on linear algebra. Here the biclusters are assumed to form subspaces or affine sets i.e. observations in a bicluster are linearly related. Examples include Matrix factorization.
A very effective modification of this technique is used to find non linear biclusters in procedures like spectral clustering. Here observations form linear subspaces in a transformed high dimensional spaces. However this transformation to high dimensional subspace is done implicitly for Gaussian kernel.
Another common approach is to use DBSCAN like density based techniques to identify dense regions in subspace. Many of these procedures like SubClu, Pro-Clus, FIRES use aprioi like method to build biclusters. Biclustering starts with 1 dimensional space and further dimensions are added incrementally. As discussed earlier CBSC is a density based technique which builds biclusters in high dimensional region using clusters from 2 dimensional spaces but the growth is not done in Apriori like manner. Biclusters are combined on basis of feature similarity. Procedure which start from low dimensional space and build them incrementally often make use of Maximality properties, as discussed in section 3.4.
Procedure like Coupled two way clustering (CTWC) depend on alternate grouping between observations and features. Here the results from previous step is used as the base for next phase of selection. This simple concept gives rise to entire class of biclustering procedures as the results will depends on clustering procedure used along features and observations. Evolutionary computing techniques have been used to solve biclustering problem as multiobjective optimization problem. Here length, breadth and homogeneity of biclusters are optimized. A popular algorithm of this category was proposed by Mitra and Banka (2006) Graph based biclustering technique named SAMBA by Tanay et al (2002) shows equivalence of biclustering to problem of finding Maximal Biclique in data. Probabilistic techniques are used to identify heavy or nearly complete subgraphs. Similarly UniBic by Wang et al (2016) identifies common subsequence of monotonically increasing or decreasing observations between feature pairs. Sequences are considered only if they are long enough Ie. random occurrence of such long sequence is unlikely.
A Novel Biclustering Method: RelDenBiClu
In this paper we propose a density based algorithm with objective of finding relationship based biclusters. We already have an existing algorithm called CBSC in this category given by Jain and Murthy (2018) . In this article also we follow a similar approach. We find dense region in each of the 2 dimensional subspaces. The observations forming the dense regions and corresponding dimensions are then combined to identify biclusters. However proposed algorithm differs from CBSC in the way it identifies dense regions. A small rectangular region given by intervals (a, b] × (u, v] is said to be dense if its density is higher than average density of corresponding (a, b] × (0, 1] and (0, 1] × (u, v], where data is normalized to (0, 1]. When number of observations is small overlapping regions are considered. For larger datasets we consider only disjoint regions for better efficiency. Length and width of the rectangle are decided using average length of minimal spanning tree for small datasets as in CBSC. For larger datasets we simply take log(n) equal intervals along axis, where n number of observations in the dataset. The definition of biclustering used here is similar to that given by Jain and Murthy (2018).
Preprocessing data
As discussed in previous section, consistent density estimates can be achieved using Parzen window with radius given by average length of edges of Minimal spanning tree for a compact set. However in many cases the range of data is not known, and hence we cannot treat the data as compact. In order to overcome this problem we need to normalize data so that points in each dimension lie in closed interval [0.1].
Here we have applied one of following two transformation to data:
The transformation f (x) maps the interval (−∞, ∞) to interval (0, 1), which is a subset of [0, 1]. This transformation is capable of mapping points from an unbounded region to a bounded interval. The transformation g(x) is commonly applied for mapping data to [0, 1] interval.
Finding dense regions in 2-dimensional space
Proposed method uses 2 different schemes to find dense regions for small and large datasets. Datasets having more than 1000 observations have been considered as large, and a simpler scheme is used for them. This makes the problem tractable for larger datasets. For each pair of dimensions, we find corresponding dense regions as follows:
Finding dense regions in small datasets
For each dimension find maximal separation between observations. For each pair of dimensions x, y let the maximal separations be sx and sy. The intervals used to find dense regions along x and y are given by xlen = sx c and ylen = sy c , where c < 0.5 and is close to 0.5. We have taken c = 0.4999.
For each observation with coordinates (vx, vy) find observations lying in the region (vx − xlen/2, vx + xlen/2] × (vy − ylen/2, vy + ylen/2]. For each region we check if its density is greater than average density of regions (vx − xlen/2, vx + xlen/2] × (0, 1] and (0, 1] × (vy − ylen/2, vy + ylen/2]. If this condition is found to be true we mark this region as dense. Two dense regions are merged if 1) their centre of one regions lies within other and 2) overlapping region has an average density greater than density of regions (vx − xlen/2, vx + xlen/2] × (0, 1] and (0, 1] × (vy − ylen/2, vy + ylen/2]. This is done iteratively, so that dense regions connect in chain like manner. CBSC uses similar procedure to connect dense regions. But dense regions in CBSC are discs or rectangles having average density greater than average of entire space. Proposed algorithm compares the density of region with density of vertical and horizontal regions in which it lies.
In the paper by Jain and Murthy (2016) a method named MIDI has been proposed to find relation between two variables. MIDI uses estimated entropies of two variables and mutual information to find whether two variables are related.
Since the entropies and mutual information have been estimated using hitogram based density, we use variations in density and relation between densities of two variables in deducing and quantifying the relation between two variables. Similarly, by comparing density of each region with corresponding marginal densities we use the relation between densities to quantify relation between subsets of observations for each feature pair.
It is known that maximal separation along each axis for a continuous bounded distribution with in space [0, 1] × [0, 1] converges to the order log(n)/n. Details can be found in appendix of the paper by Jain and Murthy (2016) . Thus the area of each region converges to the order (log(n)/n) 2c . As 2c < 1, n(log(n)/n) 2c = n (1−2c) (log(n)) 2c → ∞, as n → ∞. Also (log(n)/n) 2c → 0 as n → ∞. Thus estimated density is consistent, according to Parzen density estimates.
Finding dense regions in large datasets
For larger datasets we do not find region centred around each observation, but partition entire space in rectangular grid with 3 log(n) divisions on each axis, where n is number of observations. To decide whether a cell is dense we use exactly same procedure as used for smaller datasets, i.e. compare the density of region with marginal densities.
Two dense regions are merged if they are adjacent to each other , horizontally, vertically or diagonally. A dense region can have at most 8 dense regions. This is done to reduce computational time for large datasets. Since dividing each axis in 3 log(n) partitions leads to consistent density estimates according to Parzen's rules, this scheme works well for large n.
Merging dense regions found for different dimension pairs
To identify set of points related to each other we find Relative Density based subsets in 2 dimensional Euclidean space given by each pair of features. For any triplet of features f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , if the intersection of three subsets found has a significant size, we can identify significant edges as the ones which connect the points given by intersection to features f 1 , f 2 , f 3 . It can be observed that adding features to this subspace cluster can not result in increase in number of observations in corresponding the subspace cluster. In this sense we can say that we have obtained a maximal set of observations which can be included in a subspace cluster having these three features. Once this set has been identified, we add other feature-triplets which have significant overlap between corresponding (k, r, δ) − connected subsets and identified points.
By identifying a pair of features f 1 , f 2 as giving rise to a Relative Density based set S ′ , we get an idea of connectivity between features f 1 and f 2 . In many application areas this connectivity would point to potential causal relationships between variables under a given set of conditions. In order to overcome the effect of noise we consider only those points which result from intersection of Relatively dense subsets obtained by three pairs of features, say, (f 1 , f 2 ), (f 2 , f 3 ), and (f 1 , f 3 ). In terms of graphs, the edge between features g 1 , g 2 is admitted only if there exists a feature g / ∈ {g 1 , g 2 } such that edges (g 1 , g), (g 2 , g) also occur for same set of points. In this case features g 1 and g 2 are directly connected with reference to point set S. Features g 1 and g 2 are said to be connected with reference to point set s if a path exists between them. Thus the idea of connectivity between features is used to find a set of features corresponding to a subspace cluster using an approach similar to connected components.
Details of procedure to merge dense bases
Once dense regions are obtained, list of significant dense regions is further processed in a manner similar to CBSC, as follows. For each significant dense region S with corresponding set of observations So and feature triplet S f = (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 ) we initialize the feature list for cluster based on S as Clf = (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 ). If a significant dense region has a dimension common with cluster Clf being formed, we find number of observations shared by this dense region and S. A user defined parameter RAT IOM ERGE is used to decide whether significant dense regions have similar set of observations. Specifically, W is included in cluster based on S if Clf W f = ∅ ∧ (length(So Wo) > RAT IOM ERGE × length(So)). If W is included in the cluster, Clf is updated to Clf ∪ W f . We call S the base of the cluster thus generated. The list of observations Cl will be calculated after all dense regions corresponding to the cluster have been found.
Another parameter REU SE ALL BASES is used to decide whether a dense region having high similarity with S will be used as base for finding new biclusters. If this parameter is set to TRUE, all significant dense regions are used as base for finding biclusters. If the parameter REU SE ALL BASES is set to FALSE, the parameter REU SE BASE RAT IO is used to identify dense regions which will act as base for finding new biclusters. The dense regions having an overlap of more than REU SE BASE RAT IO × RAT IOM ERGE × length(S) with S are marked with the label ignore. These regions will not be used as bases for finding new biclusters. The parameter REU SE BASE RAT IO is not required if REU SE ALL BASES is set to TRUE.
Merging process is repeated for S till no more region can be added. After completion of merging process of all significant dense regions with S, the observations shared by base and at least 2 other dense regions are used as set of observations Cl contained in bicluster based on S. Thus Cl need not contain all points in So. In this way, we get the cluster < Cl, Clf > based on S. In similar way we find biclusters based on other unmarked significant dense regions.
Similarity between two clusters is defined as product of cosine similarity between set of points and cosine similarity between dimensions. Let the observations corresponding to first bicluster be O 1 and second bicluster be O 2 and let #(Y ) denote the cardinality of set Y . Denote feature sets for first and second biclusters be F 1 and F 2 . Then similarity between two biclusters is defined as
. If one of these biclusters is containe in other, reject the contained bicluster. If two clusters have similarity greater than a user defined threshold denoted by CLU S OV ERLAP , smaller of the two clusters is discarded. While REU SE BASE RAT IO and REU SE BASE RAT IO are used to specify maximum overlap between cluster bases in terms of observations, CLU S OV ERLAP is used to specify the overlap between clusters in terms of both observations and features.
Properties of proposed algorithm
Proposed method aims to find biclusters having connectedness property in terms of features. As seen in section 6.3 we identify feature pairs similar to each other with reference to a set of observations. Thus for a given set of observations we can create a similarity matrix between features. Proposed algorithm finds the minimal spanning tree using this similarity matrix. Thus it also attains the exact tree structure with reference to this matrix. However given method does not guarantee convexity or connectedness in terms f observations. By focussing on connectedness between features, we are able to find feature relation based biclusters with better accuracy as compared other algorithms as seen in section 1.
Proposed algorithm is invariant to scaling, translation and linear transforms. The procedure is not invariant to arbitrary order preserving transforms, as such transforms may result in changed density. However, experimentally we find the performance of the method does not change drastically on applying common transforms like square and exponential. It can be seen in section 1 that the accuracy of method applied to Squared and Exponential datasets is almost same as base dataset. As expected accuracy of Scaled, Translated and Linear Transform datasets is exactly same.
Repeating observations in a bicluster will not change the performance of the algorithm drastically. Minor changes are possible as this may lead to change in estimated parameters. Cluster proportion dataset is generated by repeating observations in known bicluster. Point proportion dataset is generated by repeating all observations in the dataset. Results for these datasets can be seen in table 1.
As seen from datasets, Noisy and Noisy normal performance of proposed algorithm drops slightly on adding noise. Changing permutation of rows and columns does not change the result of proposed biclustering method, as seen from rows Overlap 1 and Overlap 2 of table 1 proposed biclustering method is capable of finding overlapping biclusters in data.
Proposed algorithm finds seed biclusters using Relative density. It tries to achieve dominant biclusters by adding features to seed bicluster. It starts with large set of observations and drops observations on adding features if required. Since adding features can only decrease the uniformity within bicluster and we test for all features, obtained set if features is dominant with reference to given set of observations. The procedure rejects biclusters contained within other biclusters to obtain dominant biclusters.
This method does not follow a strict definition of dominance as we do not use a criterion function at each step. However we add features only if they match with bicluster adequately. Proposed method does not search for maximal biclusters as we are not searching for biclusters using a criterion function which is function of size. As discussed earlier homogeneity of biclusters generally decreases with increase in size.
8 Results of proposed algorithm and its performance on datasets with different properties Artificial datasets have been created to compare existing algorithms like SUBCLU by Kailing et al (2004) , Proclus by Aggarwal et al (1999 ), CLIQUE byAgrawal et al (1998 . These algorithms are used for comparison as these are density based subspace clustering methods, most of them are capable of providing non-linear biclusters. Implementation by Hassani and Hansen (2015) has been used with default parameters for this purpose. If the default values are not provided in implementation, values used in R Studio help pages are used. SUBCLU uses DBSCAN like approach to find clusters in one dimension. It then uses an apriori like greedy search to generate cluster subspace in higher dimension. DBSCAN is then used to find actual subspace clusters in this space. SUBCLU uses a global density threshold for finding clusters in different subspaces. CLIQUE uses grid based approach to find clusters in single dimension. These clusters are combined using apriori like bottom up approach to attain biclusters in higher dimension. P3C by Moise et al (2008) uses a statistical density based approach. The data is first mapped to grid and density of each cell is evaluated statistically. Dense regions are then combined using apriori like approach. Proposed method is also compared with CBSC by Jain and Murthy (2018) . As compared to CBSC proposed method is seen to give better results as it used marginal densities to find dense regions. As far as we know this approach has not been used by any other algorithm.
Generating artificial datasets
For experimental evaluation, data with one or more embedded biclusters is generated. Ten datasets of each type are generated and mean and variance of accuracy are reported in table 1. N × M points are picked randomly from uniform or Gaussian distribution over (0, 1) to generate a matrix X. One or more biclusters of size n × m embedded in the data as follows:
First row presents the results on data of size 1000 × 20 drawn from uniform distribution. It has a bicluster of size 500 × 10 generated using functions h 1 (x) = I(x) = x , where I is identity function and h i (x) = a i * x for i = 1, 2 · · · , 31. a i are 9 different random values lying in interval (0, 1).
Second row contains data obtained by scaling each column of data generated for first row with random number lying in interval(0,1).
Third row contains data obtained by adding a random number lying in (0, 1)to each column of the data generated for first row.
Fourth row contains data obtained by linear transform to each column of data generated for first row. In a way this is combination of scaling and translating. Thus two random numbers are generated for each column.
Fifth row contains data obtained by applying square transform f (x) = x 2 , to each observation and feature of data generated for first row.
Sixth row contains data obtained by applying exponential transform f (x) = exp(x), to each observation and feature of data generated for first row.
Seventh row contains data obtained duplicating each observation of data generated for first row. Thus this dataset contains 2000 rows.
Eighth row contains data obtained duplicating each observation of bicluster in data generated for first row. Thus this dataset contains 1500 rows.
Ninth row contains data obtained by adding to each element of data matrix a random number in range (0,0.1). The random noise is drawn from uniform distribution.
Tenth row contains data obtained by randomly repermuting rows and columns of data generated for first row.
Eleventh row presents the results on data of size 1000×20 drawn from gaussian distribution. It has a bicluster of size 500 × 10 generated using functions h 1 (x) = I(x) = x , where I is identity function and h i (x) = a i * x for i = 1, 2 · · · , 31. a i are 9 different random values lying in interval (0, 1).
Twelfth row contains data obtained by adding to each element of data matrix a random number in range (0,0.1). The random noise is drawn from Gaussian distribution.
Thirteenth and fourteenth rows present the results on data of size 1000 × 20 drawn from uniform distribution. It has 2 bicluster of sizes 500 × 10 and 300 × 8 generated by adding random noise to fixed value biclusters. these biclusters have an overlapping area of 300 × 3.
Accuracy obtained for artificial datasets
For data given in a N × M matrix a accuracy is calculated as follows. Generate a matrix m B such that m B (i, j) = 1 if observation i and feature j is a member of bicluster B. Similarly generate a matrix m E for estimated bicluster. Accuracy is given by the ratio where B matches E.
Results have been calculated using parameters, RAT IOM ERGE = 0.8, REU SE ALL BASES = F ALSE, REU SE BASE RAT IO = 0.5, M IN COM P T S = 3, CLU S OV ERLAP = 1. Transformation g(x) from section 6.1 is applied to datasets Normal and Noisy normal. Transformation f (x) is applied to all other datasets. For Magic dataset we use large dataset method outlined in section 6.2.2 to find relatively dense sets. For Ionosphere and Breast cancer results are reported using small dataset procedure outlined in 6.2.1. It may be noted that for cancer dataset having 683 observation we have also performed experiments with large dataset method and find accuracy to be 0.9414 and G-score of 2 classes to be 0.95 and 0.99. Thus, for datasets of this size either method gives good results. These datasets include points from 2 classes. Each subspace clustering algorithm generates one or more clusters from the data (excluding the class identifier). For each cluster we check whether it corresponds to one of the classes contained in data.
Let us call the classes contained in data to be 0 or 1. Thus we find accuracy by treating points in cluster to be classified as class 1 and those left out as class 0. Then we find the accuracy by reversing the classes i.e. by treating points in cluster to be classified as class 0 and those left out as class 1. Maximum of the two is taken as accuracy of the cluster. For each biclustering algorithm, accuracy for all detected clusters is found and maximum accuracy is reported. Other algorithms attain either high precision or high recall for a few data sets. However, proposed algorithm attains a balance of precision and recall and therefore it has highest value of G-score for all four datasets for both the classes. (2018) reports the time complexity of CBSC assuming number of edges in graph representing connection between features in biclusters is bounded by a constant and also discusses time complexity of other algorithms. Proposed method has a time complexity N 2 M + M 3 N + m 2 N and N M + M 3 N + m 2 N for small and large dataset methods. Here N and M are number of observations and features in given dataset and m = m 1 +m 2 · · · m k where m i gives number of features in i th bicluster and total k biclusters are present. We assume that number of edges in graph representing connection between features in biclusters is bounded by a constant. Theoretically, time complexity of CBSC and proposed method are similar. However execution time for proposed method is found to be much smaller as compared to CBSC for high dimensional dataset. This occurs because proposed method does not calculate Minimal spanning tree for each dimension. Performance and execution times for datasets of size 20000 × 100 are reported in table 7. In this table execution time of P3C is not reported as R package for this method could not execute the method for given dataset due to memory problems. 8.5 Choice of parameters for proposed method Apart from input data the proposed algorithm also needs values of parameters described in this section. RAT IOM ERGE: Final step of proposed algorithm compares significant dense regions formed by a triplet with significant dense areas formed with other triplets. If the number of common observations between two dense regions is at least RAT IOM ERGE × number of observations in base cluster, both of these dense regions are said have similar set of observations. It is seen that setting the value of this parameter in the range (0.6, 0.9) is seen to give stable results.
REU SE ALL BASES: If this parameter is set to TRUE every dense region found using 6.2 is used as a base to be compared with other dense regions, otherwise dense regions with high overlap are not used as base for forming new biclusters. Setting REU SE ALL BASES to TRUE allows the method to find all overlapping clusters.
REU SE BASE RAT IO: If the parameter REU SE ALL BASES is set to FALSE significant dense regions having an overlap of more than REU SE BASE RAT IO× RAT IOM ERGE × number of observations in base cluster with current base are not used as base for forming new clusters. If REU SE ALL BASES is set to FALSE number of points discovered in second cluster decrease with decreasing REU SE BASE RAT IO for REU SE BASE RAT IO ≤ number of overlapping observations number of observations in smaller bicluster . This happens because dense regions are not treated as base if they have overlap greater than REU SE BASE RAT IO with a larger base.
M IN COM P T S: A dense region is said to be significant if it contains at least M IN COM P T S number of points. M IN COM P T S is a parameter which controls the size of biclusters. Choosing a value nmc will give all biclusters for which the size of base dense region used to obtain the bicluster is at least nmc. Here the base dense region is the dense region obtained for a feature triplet, which is compared to all other dense regions in step 6.3 of algorithm. Consequently it will also give all biclusters with number of points greater than nmc. If no specific size requirement is there value of M IN COM P T S can be set to 3.
CLU S OV ERLAP : This parameter is used to drop bicluster having cosine similarity greater than CLU S OV ERLAP . Cosine similarity used here is defined in section 6.3. CLU S OV ERLAP is used to drop off clusters having high similarity. This is done in last stage after search for biclusters is complete.
Conclusion
We have discussed several desirable properties and objectives of biclustering algorithms and proposed an new biclustering algorithm. We note that proposed algorithm works with an objective for which very few methods are available. It is seen to perform well on datasets having different properties. Thus its performance in relation to different desirable properties of a biclustering algorithms are demonstrated.
